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Abstract

In this paper, we explore computational creativity in
internet meme generation, employing a multimodal
framework that integrates natural language processing,
image generation and visual understanding. Specif-
ically, we utilise Llama2, a language model trained
on 7 billion parameters, FAISS vector storage, and
LangChain to process user input and select meme for-
mats from a database. By leveraging FAISS and
LangChain, we contextualise the input to facilitate tem-
plate selection and generate descriptions of meme con-
cepts. We then employ Stable-Diffusion1.5 and Con-
trolNet for image-to-image generation, utilising prede-
fined image macros linked to chosen templates, and us-
ing a generated image description as prompt. Lastly we
use a multimodal model capable of visual and language
understanding, Llava1.5, to create captions for the gen-
erated memes using the input from the first step, and
the concept given by the Llama2 model. We show some
ouptuts generated by the proposed system, discuss its
strengths and weaknesses, and outline potential avenues
for future research and improvement.

Introduction
Coined by Dawkins (1976), the term “meme” derives from
the Greek word “mimema”, indicating “something imi-
tated”. Much like genes propagate through reproductive
cells, memes spread through imitation, moving from one
mind to another. They are also susceptible to variation
and distortion which leads to the creation of entirely new
and unique combinations of existing ideas, beliefs, and ex-
pressions (Wiggins and Bowers 2015). Internet memes ex-
emplify this evolutionary process, harnessing the internet’s
power to disseminate jokes, rumours, videos, and websites
from person to person (Milner 2012; Soleh et al. 2021).
This idea is reinforced by the tendency for internet users to
follow existing memes and adapt them to convey their own
message, despite their freedom to create memes in various
ways, as we can see in Figure 1. Such patterns can be con-
sidered as “meme genres”, which are defined as “socially
recognised types of communicative action” (Shifman 2014).
Genres share not only structures and stylistic elements, but
also topics and target audiences, meaning that crafting and

Figure 1: Example of memes in the Stonks format
(Lopes et al., 2023)

comprehending memes may demand some previous “meme
literacy” (Shifman 2014).

Using these ideas as a foundation, we propose an ap-
proach for meme generation that, based on existing im-
age macros, generates new images and captions for memes,
following the memetic evolution concept of variation and
distortion. We explored internet memes in computational
creativity, by developing a modular proof of concept sys-
tem, running on a local machine, using state-of-the-art gen-
erative models that can create and interpret text and im-
ages. Through the integration of open source models such
as LLaMa-2 (Andrei 2024; Gerganov 2024; Touvron et al.
2023), Stable-Diffusion (Luo et al. 2023; Rombach et al.
2022), ControlNet (Zhang, Rao, and Agrawala 2023), and
LLaVa-1.5 (Andrei 2024; Liu et al. 2024), we introduce a
modular approach to internet meme generation that lever-
ages the principles of memetic evolution, embracing muta-
tion and variation. Our system operates by receiving textual
input and selecting from a pool of 18 meme templates to
generate a meme related to the input. To generate the meme
image itself, we use an image macro related to the chosen
meme template as a starting point. This approach serves as
a guide to keep the generated image within the template for-
mat. Lastly, a different module writes a caption that aligns
with both the generated image and the input text. Addition-
ally, the system generates a meme explanation, offering im-



portant context that helps both users and subsequent system
modules in completing their respective tasks. This approach
not only makes meme creation accessible to everyone, but
may also allow experienced meme-makers to leverage their
“meme knowledge” and get inspiration for new and unique
ideas. Additionally, since meme comprehension may de-
mand some “meme literacy”, as previously stated, our sys-
tem’s explanation can help inexperienced users understand
the generated meme.

Memes have been studied in different fields, but the ma-
jority of projects only prioritise two main aspects: meme
template selection and caption generation, with image gen-
eration in meme creation being overlooked. Our approach
contributes with an an artificial creative system that lever-
ages the strengths of each generative model through explain-
ability and communication between models.

Related Work
This section explores the field of meme generation and gen-
erative models. Internet memes propagate through imitation
and evolve through variation, resulting in novel expressions
of ideas and beliefs. They serve as participatory media, re-
flecting societal mindsets and fostering user engagement.

In our examination of meme generation systems, we dis-
covered that the majority of projects prioritise two main as-
pects: meme template selection and subsequent caption gen-
eration. Additionally, while some projects leverage caption
templates to seamlessly integrate customised information
into an image macro caption, others prefer to generate cap-
tions specifically made for custom images. We can observe
this in Vyalla and Udandarao (2020) and Wang et al. (2021),
which both present a meme dataset and a meme generation
system with a similar approach, since both use a convolu-
tional neural network for image feature extraction, although
using different models, and a transformer-based model, both
using GPT-2, for caption generation. Here Vyalla and Udan-
darao (2020) focus on image caption generation according
to predefined meme templates, while Wang et al. (2021)
generate chinese captions for any kind of image. Liu et al.
(2021) propose a different system, one that determines spe-
cific emotions in different inputs, leveraging text-emotion
classifiers, to select macro images and uses a sequence-to-
sequence network to convert input sentences into captions
for memes. In a different project, Shimomoto et al. (2019)
use a database containing images, catchphrases from dif-
ferent media, and news articles, where words and images
are matched by representing them as sets of word vectors
through the word2vec representation, enabling information
retrieval across different media formats and generating the
final output. Continuing with meme generation from news
headlines,

Image generation in automatic meme generators is still
relatively unexplored. Lopes, Cunha, and Martins (2023)
propose a pipeline system composed of different modules,
each with its own tasks. The system can only produce
memes in one format, the Stonks format, but this limita-
tion is leveraged by allowing the definition of a set of rules
which are followed to produce the meme. In another ap-
proach, Chen et al. (2019) leverage Generative Adversar-

ial Networks (GANs) with an attention module to generate
meme-faces related to textual inputs, by training a model on
a dataset of meme-faces and meme templates information
collected from online sources. Using a multimodal frame-
work, Wang and Lee (2024) leverage large language models
and visual language models to create a meme generator, pre-
senting an end-to-end pipeline that creates memes without
manual intervention and advocates to specific social move-
ments.

By approaching meme generation as a multimodal task, as
in the work by Liu et al. (2021) and Wang and Lee (2024),
we wanted to create a modular system to create internet
memes, such as the Stonkinator (Lopes, Cunha, and Mar-
tins 2023), that could be updated overtime with new state-of-
the-art models that could successfully complete the different
tasks executed by our system. As it was done in Shimomoto
et al. (2019), Vyalla and Udandarao (2020) and Wang et al.
(2021), we also used a predefined database containing image
templates and information about them to guide our modules
in the completion of their tasks. Lastly, following the idea in
Chen et al. (2019), we used an image-to-image approach to
change the original image and create a new one that still fits
the meme template.

Meme Generator Approach
This section of the paper presents the development of our
meme generation system. Firstly, we report how we se-
lected specific meme templates used by our system. We also
describe the meme generator’s development process and its
pipeline. We will be using Figure 4 as an example, where
we used two types of input prompt, one more objective and
one more subjective. This approach enables us to evaluate
the system’s ability to operate in contexts varying in de-
grees of creative freedom, from more open-ended (subjec-
tive prompts) to more constrained environments (objective
prompts).

Meme template selection
To develop our system we used different pre-trained open
source models. First, we used Llama-2 (Touvron et al.
2023), a large language model (LLM) that stands out for
its ability to generate text and answer questions. We were
able to incorporate LangChain (Chase 2022) into the system
workflow, a framework to help enhance LLMs by using dif-
ferent components from several modules to “chain” prompts
and give them the needed context. We transformed the
meme templates information into embeddings, using FAISS
(Douze et al. 2024), and stored in a vector store. This al-
lowed us to give the necessary context for the model to se-
lect a meme template and generate an image description and
meme explanation related to the chosen template.

For the meme template selection, we also used an online
internet meme database called “KnowYourMeme”, where
we obtained the available information about the first 35 most
viewed memes in the “Confirmed Meme Entries”1 section.
From these 35 memes, we removed memes with a NSFW
tag (Not Safe For Work) and memes representing unique

1https://knowyourmeme.com/categories/meme?sort=views



Figure 2: Example of output from an emoticon with the
original image the left and the generated output on the right

concepts that do not have a specific image or image element
that represents them. Later, while testing the system, we also
found that memes represented by unicode character symbols
do not work using our approach, therefore, we also removed
emoticons (Figure 2). In total, our system is capable of gen-
erating and explaining memes in 18 templates.

In Figure 4, for the input prompts “A long road” and
“When you play bowling for the first time and win”, our
system chose the templates ”Big Chungus”, which is used to
humorously exaggerate the size or importance of something,
and ”Overly Attached Girlfriend”, which humorously depict
clingy or possessive behaviour in relationships, respectively.

System pipeline
To generate memes, we divided our system into three main
modules, each focused on a specific task: the concept gen-
eration, the image generation, and the caption generation, as
seen in Figure 3. For the concept generation we used three
models: LLaMa-2 trained with 7 billion parameters (An-
drei 2024; Gerganov 2024; Touvron et al. 2023), LangChain
(Chase 2022) and FAISS (Douze et al. 2024). Using
LangChain’s “WebBaseLoader” function, we download in-
formation about the selected meme templates from the on-
line database and we divide that information into chunks
with a LangChain function, creating and storing embeddings
in a vector store using FAISS. With the use of LangChain
and FAISS, the system is capable of incorporating the nec-
essary context in the input prompt, allowing it to use custom
data in the selection of the meme template and in the expla-
nation of the meme. It also allows us to request the source
documents, which we can use to help debug any problems
we may encounter. With this module the system is capable
of selecting a meme template, generate an image descrip-
tion, and create an explanation of the conceptualised meme.
For each prompt in Figure 4, the generated image descrip-
tions were, respectively, ”An image of Big Chungus sitting
on a long, winding road with a disapproving expression on
his face.” and ”A cartoonish representation of the Overly At-
tached Girlfriend character with a bowling ball and strike
symbol on her forehead, giving a manic grin while holding a
trophy or balloons.”, and the generated meme explanations
were ”Used to humorously exaggerate the length or diffi-
culty of a journey.” and ”Represents feeling of excitement
or elation after achieving something unexpectedly, such as
winning at bowling for the first time.”.

This information is then used by the image generation

Figure 3: System framework

module. We employed a Stable Diffusion model2 (Luo et
al. 2023; Rombach et al. 2022) converted to run efficiently
on local Apple Silicon computer (Orhon, Siracusa, and Wad-
hwa 2022). The model conversion repository3 also supports
the conversion of ControlNet (Zhang, Rao, and Agrawala
2023) models, which we used4 to guide our system into
generating memes based on the selected image macro. The
model (Rombach et al. 2022) obtains an image description
from Llama-2, which then produces an image with aid from
ControlNet (Zhang, Rao, and Agrawala 2023) to guide the
image generation and maintain the meme template structure.

Lastly, the generated image is sent to the final module,
which completes the image caption task. We use a LLaVa-
1.5 (Andrei 2024; Liu et al. 2024) model trained on 7 billion
parameters5 to receive the image, the input prompt, and the
meme explanation. LLaVa-1.5 is a multimodal model capa-
ble of processing visual and textual data for tasks such as
image captioning and answering questions based on images
and text. To write the generated caption on the top of the
generated image, we use OpenCV (Bradski 2000) and Pil-
low (Clark 2015), writing it with the Impact font, widely
used in internet meme images (Brideau and Berret 2014).

Discussion
The research outlined in this paper explores computational
creativity in internet meme generation, utilising a framework
that integrates natural language processing, image genera-
tion, and visual understanding. This section discusses the
importance of the proposed approach, places it in the con-
text of existing literature, and suggests potential areas for
future research and improvement.

The proposed method introduces a modular system for
internet meme generation that aligns with the principles of

2https://huggingface.co/runwayml/stable-diffusion-v1-5
3https://github.com/apple/ml-stable-diffusion
4https://huggingface.co/lllyasviel/ControlNet
5https://huggingface.co/mys/ggml llava-v1.5-7b



Figure 4: Output images for the prompts “A long road” and
“When you play bowling for the first time and win”

memetic evolution, emphasising mutation and variation. By
integrating open source generative models and tools such
as LLaMa-2, LangChain, FAISS, Stable-Diffusion, Control-
Net, and LLaVa-1.5, the system simplifies meme creation,
providing users with a platform to generate memes accord-
ing to their input prompts. Previous projects focused on
meme template selection and caption generation tasks, and
while these efforts have laid the groundwork for understand-
ing meme creation processes, the omission of image genera-
tion in meme creation is notable. The proposed approach ad-
dresses this gap by offering a meme generation system that
encompasses both textual and visual modalities, drawing in-
spiration from prior works, while following the principles
of memetic evolution. These principles are demonstrated
through the integration of Stable Diffusion and ControlNet,
which allows the system to create new images from existing
meme templates, as we can see6 in Figures 4 and 5.

Another strength in our approach is its modular design,
offering flexibility and adaptability to improve individual
components of the system. By decomposing the process
into distinct modules, we enable an easier integration of
new advancements and updates, providing users with the
tools to enhance specific aspects of meme generation as nec-
essary. Moreover, our system operates locally, leveraging
open-source models without relying on external APIs. This
not only ensures user privacy and data security but also pro-
vides users with the freedom to choose between open-source
and closed-source models based on their preferences.

While the proposed approach shows promise, there are
avenues for future research and improvement. Firstly, in
Figures 4 and 5, we can observe some bias in meme tem-
plate selection towards the same three meme templates. In
Figure 4 we may also notice that, although the final image
and caption seem coherent, the selected template could be
better suited. Additionally, adopting heavier models, par-
ticularly for image generation tasks, could enhance the sys-
tem’s ability to produce higher quality meme images. This
could also lead to a better meme template selection. Lastly,
further research into co-creative approaches for meme gen-
eration systems could unlock new possibilities for collabo-
rative meme creation, enabling users to participate actively
in the creative process. Moreover, ongoing advancements in
generative modelling techniques offer opportunities to refine
and optimise the system’s performance, ensuring its contin-
ued relevance in the landscape of internet memes.

6github.com/ze-lopes/memeGeneratorMultimodalApproach

Figure 5: More output images from the system

Conclusion
This paper presents a new approach to internet meme gener-
ation, guided by the principles of memetic evolution. Lever-
aging a modular framework and state-of-the-art generative
models to facilitate meme creation, the current system runs
on local machines using open-source generative models,
which ensures user privacy and data security, while its mod-
ular design gives the user freedom of choice on which mod-
els to use, providing users with the tools to enhance specific
aspects of meme generation as necessary.

Consisting of three different modules, our system selects
meme templates, generates new images guided by those
meme templates, and creates captions for the generated
meme. Our system also generates an image description and
meme explanation, which can be leveraged by the system
modules themselves, but also to help users understand the
generated meme.

Despite the promising aspects of our approach, there are
opportunities for further research and improvement. Ad-
dressing biases in meme template selection, enhancing im-
age generation quality through the adoption of heavier mod-
els, and exploring co-creative approaches for meme genera-
tion systems are possible paths to improve the existing ap-
proach.
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